“This is an inofficial courtesy translation of the original document for ease of reference. This translation
into English has no legal validity. Applications can only be submitted using the original forms, not by
using the inofficial forms in English. No certificates can be obtained in English.”

Model for End User Statement, WA (Wassenaar Arrangement on
Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and
Technologies)

(Please use a letterhead with the end user's logo)
End user's letterhead

Date

END USER STATEMENT
We undersigned hereby state that the following commodities:

(description of the goods; identify by type or reference to order / shipment)
are purchased from (name of Finnish exporter)
for following end use: (identify the end use)

and that under any circumstances they will not be re-exported, whole or in
part, against the export control regulations of any related country of origin.

Signature
Name
Title

“This is an inofficial courtesy translation of the original document for ease of reference. This
translation into English has no legal validity. Applications can only be submitted using the original
forms, not by using the inofficial forms in English. No certificates can be obtained in English.”

Model for End User Statement, MTCR (Missile Technology Control Regime)

(Please use a letterhead with the end user's logo)

End user's letterhead

Date

END USER STATEMENT
We...(full name and address of the consignee/end-user) have
requested...(name and address of the Finnish exporter) to
provide the following goods/technologies:
(detailed description of MTCR relevant goods with quantities and values)
They will be used ...(describe the specified end-use of the goods)
We confirm that the above-mentioned goods will be used solely for the above-mentioned
peaceful purpose and they will be installed at our premises and will be used solely by us. We
also confirm that the goods will not be diverted to another destination, re-exported nor sold for
export without the written approval of the Finnish Government. They will not be used in any
activities related to the development nor production of missiles.
Post-shipment inspection can be made by the exporter or the exporting government.
Signature
Name
Title

“This is an inofficial courtesy translation of the original document for ease of reference. This
translation into English has no legal validity. Applications can only be submitted using the original
forms, not by using the inofficial forms in English. No certificates can be obtained in English.”

Model for End User Statement, NSG (Nuclear Suppliers Group)

(Please use a letterhead with the end user's logo)

End user's letterhead

Date

END USER STATEMENT
We...(full name and address of the consignee/end-user) have
requested...(name and address of the Finnish exporter) to
provide the following goods/technologies:
(detailed description of NSG relevant goods with quantities and values)
They will be used ... (describe the specified end-use of the goods)
We confirm that the above-mentioned goods will be used solely for the above-mentioned
peaceful purpose and they will be installed at our premises and will be used solely by us. We
also confirm that the goods will not be diverted to another destination, re-exported nor sold for
export without the written approval of the Finnish Government. They will not be used in any
activities related to the development nor production of nuclear weapons.
Post-shipment inspection can be made by the exporter or the exporting government.

Signature
Name
Title

“This is an inofficial courtesy translation of the original document for ease of reference. This translation into
English has no legal validity. Applications can only be submitted using the original forms, not by using the
inofficial forms in English. No certificates can be obtained in English.”

Model for End User Statement, AG, CWC (The Australia Group for the export
controls of dual-use chemical and biological items)

(Please use a letterhead with the end user's logo)

End user’s letterhead

Date

END USER STATEMENT
We...(full name and address of the consignee/end-user) have
requested...(name and address of the Finnish exporter) to
provide the following goods/technologies:
(detailed description of CBW relevant goods with quantities and values)
They will be used...(describe the specified end-use of the goods)
We confirm that the above mentioned goods will be used solely for the above mentioned peaceful purpose. We also
confirm that the goods will be used at our premises only by us and the goods will not be diverted to another
destination, re-exported nor sold for export without the written approval of the Finnish Government. They will not be
used in any activities related to the development nor production of chemical or biological weapons.
Post-shipment inspection can be made by the exporter or the exporting government.
Please add the text below in case of CWC chemicals only
The chemicals specified in Schedule 2 and 3 of the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) will only be used for
purposes not prohibited under the CWC.
Purposes not prohibited under CWC are:
(a) Industrial, agricultural, research, medical, pharmaceutical or other peaceful purposes;
(b) Protective purposes, namely those purposes directly related to protection against toxic chemicals and to
protection against toxic chemicals and to protection against chemical weapons;
(c) Military purposes not connected with the use of chemical weapons and not dependent on the use of the toxic
properties of chemicals as a method of warfare;
(d) Law enforcement including domestic riot control purposes.
Signature

_

_

Name
Title

_

